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“Astonishing work! Valente’s endless invention and mythic range are
breathtaking. It’s as if she’s gone night-wandering, and plucked a
hundred distant cultures out of the air to deliver their stories to
us.”—Ellen Kushner, author of Thomas the Rhymer “Refreshingly original
in both style and form, In the Night Garden should delight lovers of myth
and folklore.”—Juliet Marillier, author of the Sevenwaters trilogy
Home: Habitat, Range, Niche, Territory - Martha Wells 2021-04-19
"Home: Habitat, Range, Niche, Territory" is a short story set in the world
of Martha Well's Murderbot Diaries. This story was originally given free
to readers who pre-ordered Network Effect, the fifth entry in the series.
The events of "Home: Habitat, Range, Niche, Territory" occur just after
the fourth novella, Exit Strategy. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Alif the Unseen - G. Willow Wilson 2012-07-10
A tour-de-force of a debut that blends classic fantasy -- the fascinating,
frightening, sometimes-invisible world of the djinn -- that's genies to
some of us -- with the 21st-century reality of a super-hacker in mortal
danger in a repressive security state on the Arabian Gulf. Alif (that's his
handle) is a brilliant young superhacker working out of his mother's
small apartment, and his computer has just been breached. While Alif
scrambles to protect his clients -- dissidents and outlaws alike, whoever
needs to hide their digital traces, he and his friends realize that they've
been found by 'the Hand' -- maybe a person, maybe a program, but
definitely able to find anyone, and that could lead to prison, or worse.
Alif, with the help of his childhood friend Dina, an ancient book sent to
him in secret by his lost love (who may be frighteningly connected to the
Hand) and a terrifying protector who almost looks human, must go
underground -- or rather, find a way into the hidden world of the djinn.
They wrote the mysterious book centuries ago, and have knowledge that
might just allow Alif to infiltrate the most sophisticated information
technology the world has ever seen, and perhaps save himself, his loved
ones, and freedom itself. With shades of Neil Gaiman, Philip Pullman,
William Gibson, and the timeless Thousand and One Nights, Alif the
Unseen is a tour-de-force debut with major potential -- a masterful,
addictive blend of the ancient and the more-than-modern, smuggled
inside an irresistible page-turner.
The Siren Depths - Martha Wells 2012-12-04
All his life, Moon roamed the Three Worlds, a solitary wanderer forced to
hide his true nature — until he was reunited with his own kind, the
Raksura, and found a new life as consort to Jade, sister queen of the
Indigo Cloud court. But now a rival court has laid claim to him, and Jade
may or may not be willing to fight for him. Beset by doubts, Moon must
travel in the company of strangers to a distant realm where he will finally
face the forgotten secrets of his past, even as an old enemy returns with
a vengeance. The Fell, a vicious race of shape-shifting predators,
menaces groundlings and Raksura alike. Determined to crossbreed with
the Raksura for arcane purposes, they are driven by an ancient voice that
cries out from . . . .The siren depths.
Dragon Champion - E. E. Knight 2010
From the national bestselling and award-winning author of the Vampire
Earth saga comes the first in a fantastic new series.
Exit Strategy - Martha Wells 2018-10-02
Martha Wells's Hugo, Nebula, Alex, and Locus Award-winning, New York
Times and USA Today bestselling series, The Murderbot Diaries, comes
to a thrilling conclusion in Exit Strategy. Murderbot wasn’t programmed
to care. So, its decision to help the only human who ever showed it
respect must be a system glitch, right? Having traveled the width of the
galaxy to unearth details of its own murderous transgressions, as well as
those of the GrayCris Corporation, Murderbot is heading home to help
Dr. Mensah—its former owner (protector? friend?)—submit evidence that
could prevent GrayCris from destroying more colonists in its never-

The House in the Cerulean Sea - TJ Klune 2020-03-17
A NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, and WASHINGTON POST
BESTSELLER! A 2021 Alex Award winner! The 2021 RUSA Reading List:
Fantasy Winner! An Indie Next Pick! One of Publishers Weekly's "Most
Anticipated Books of Spring 2020" One of Book Riot’s “20 Must-Read
Feel-Good Fantasies” Lambda Literary Award-winning author TJ Klune’s
bestselling, breakout contemporary fantasy that's "1984 meets The
Umbrella Academy with a pinch of Douglas Adams thrown in." (Gail
Carriger) Linus Baker is a by-the-book case worker in the Department in
Charge of Magical Youth. He's tasked with determining whether six
dangerous magical children are likely to bring about the end of the
world. Arthur Parnassus is the master of the orphanage. He would do
anything to keep the children safe, even if it means the world will burn.
And his secrets will come to light. The House in the Cerulean Sea is an
enchanting love story, masterfully told, about the profound experience of
discovering an unlikely family in an unexpected place—and realizing that
family is yours. "1984 meets The Umbrella Academy with a pinch of
Douglas Adams thrown in." —Gail Carriger, New York Times bestselling
author of Soulless At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Serpent Sea - Martha Wells 2012-01-01
Moon, once a solitary wanderer, has become consort to Jade, sister
queen of the Indigo Cloud court. Together, they travel with their people
on a pair of flying ships in hopes of finding a new home for their colony.
Moon finally feels like he's found a tribe where he belongs. But when the
travelers reach the ancestral home of Indigo Cloud, shrouded within the
trunk of a mountain-sized tree, they discover a blight infecting its core.
Nearby they find the remains of the invaders who may be responsible, as
well as evidence of a devastating theft. This discovery sends Moon and
the hunters of Indigo Cloud on a quest for the heartstone of the tree — a
quest that will lead them far away, across the Serpent Sea. In this
followup to The Cloud Roads, Martha Wells returns with a worldspanning odyssey, a mystery that only provokes more questions — and
the adventure of a lifetime.
The Orphan's Tales: In the Night Garden - Catherynne Valente
2006-10-31
A Book of Wonders for Grown-Up Readers Every once in a great while a
book comes along that reminds us of the magic spell that stories can cast
over us–to dazzle, entertain, and enlighten. Welcome to the Arabian
Nights for our time–a lush and fantastical epic guaranteed to spirit you
away from the very first page . . . Secreted away in a garden, a lonely girl
spins stories to warm a curious prince: peculiar feats and unspeakable
fates that loop through each other and back again to meet in the tapestry
of her voice. Inked on her eyelids, each twisting, tattooed tale is a piece
in the puzzle of the girl’s own hidden history. And what tales she tells!
Tales of shape-shifting witches and wild horsewomen, heron kings and
beast princesses, snake gods, dog monks, and living stars–each story
more strange and fantastic than the one that came before. From illtempered “mermaid” to fastidious Beast, nothing is ever quite what it
seems in these ever-shifting tales–even, and especially, their teller.
Adorned with illustrations by the legendary Michael Kaluta, Valente’s
enchanting lyrical fantasy offers a breathtaking reinvention of the untold
myths and dark fairy tales that shape our dreams. And just when you
think you’ve come to the end, you realize the adventure has only
begun…. Praise for In the Night Garden “Cathrynne Valente weaves
layer upon layer of marvels in her debut novel. In the Night Garden is a
treat for all who love puzzle stories and the mystical language of
talespinners.”—Carol Berg, author of Daughter of Ancients “Fabulous
talespinning in the tradition of story cycles such as The Arabian Nights.
Lyrical, wildly imaginative and slyly humorous, Valente's prose possesses
an irrepressible spirit.”—K. J. Bishop, author of The Etched City
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ending quest for profit. But who’s going to believe a SecUnit gone rogue?
And what will become of it when it’s caught? "I love Murderbot!" —Ann
Leckie The Murderbot Diaries #1 All Systems Red #2 Artificial Condition
#3 Rogue Protocol #4 Exit Strategy At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Planet of the Ants - Susanne Foitzik 2022-03-29
Shortlisted for the 2022 Helen and Kurt Wolff Translator’s Prize This
sweeping portrait of the world’s uncontested six-legged conquerors will
open your eyes to the secret societies thriving right beneath your
feet—and shift your perspective on humanity. Publisher’s note: Planet of
the Ants was previously published in hardcover as Empire of Ants. Ants
number in the ten quadrillions, and they have been here since the
Jurassic era. Inside an anthill, you’ll find high drama worthy of a royal
court; and between colonies, high-stakes geopolitical intrigue is afoot.
Just like us, ants grow crops, raise livestock, tend their young and infirm,
and make vaccines. And, just like us, ants have a dark side: They wage
war, despoil environments, and enslave rivals—but also rebel against
their oppressors. Engineered by nature to fulfill their particular roles,
ants flawlessly perform a complex symphony of tasks to sustain their
colony—seemingly without a conductor—from fearsome army ants, who
stage twelve-hour hunting raids where they devour thousands, to gentle
leafcutters cooperatively gardening in their peaceful underground
kingdoms. Acclaimed biologist Susanne Foitzik has traveled the globe to
study these master architects of Earth. Joined by journalist Olaf Fritsche,
Foitzik invites readers deep into her world—in the field and in the lab.
(How do you observe the behavior of ants just millimeters long—or
dissect a brain the width of a needle?) With more than sixty black-andwhite photographs and illustrations throughout, Planet of the Ants will
inspire new respect for ants as a global superpower—and raise new
questions about the very meaning of “civilization.”
The Hanged Man - K.D. Edwards 2019-12-17
The last member of a murdered House tries to protect his ward from
forced marriage to a monster while uncovering clues to his own tortured
past. The Tarot Sequence imagines a modern-day Atlantis off the coast of
Massachusetts, governed by powerful Courts based on the traditional
Tarot deck. Rune Saint John, last child of the fallen Sun Throne, is
backed into a fight of high court magic and political appetites in a
desperate bid to protect his ward, Max, from a forced marital alliance
with the Hanged Man. Rune's resistance will take him to the island's
dankest corners, including a red light district made of moored ghost
ships; a surreal skyscraper farm; and the floor of the ruling Convocation,
where a gathering of Arcana will change Rune's life forever.
Fugitive Telemetry - Martha Wells 2021-04-27
The New York Times bestselling security droid with a heart (though it
wouldn't admit it!) is back in Fugitive Telemetry! Having captured the
hearts of readers across the globe (Annalee Newitz says it's "one of the
most humane portraits of a nonhuman I've ever read") Murderbot has
also established Martha Wells as one of the great SF writers of today.
No, I didn't kill the dead human. If I had, I wouldn't dump the body in the
station mall. When Murderbot discovers a dead body on Preservation
Station, it knows it is going to have to assist station security to determine
who the body is (was), how they were killed (that should be relatively
straightforward, at least), and why (because apparently that matters to a
lot of people—who knew?) Yes, the unthinkable is about to happen:
Murderbot must voluntarily speak to humans! Again! A new standalone
adventure in the New York Times-bestselling, Hugo and Nebula Award
winning series! At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Kingdom of Gods - N. K. Jemisin 2011-10-27
Shahar and the godling Sieh must face off against the terrible magic
threatening to consume their world in the incredible conclusion to the
Inheritance Trilogy, from Hugo award-winning and NYT bestselling
author N. K. Jemisin. For two thousand years the Arameri family has
ruled the world by enslaving the very gods that created mortalkind. Now
the gods are free, and the Arameri's ruthless grip is slipping. Yet they are
all that stands between peace and world-spanning, unending war.
Shahar, last scion of the family, must choose her loyalties. She yearns to
trust Sieh, the godling she loves. Yet her duty as Arameri heir is to
uphold the family's interests, even if that means using and destroying
everyone she cares for. As long-suppressed rage and terrible new magics
consume the world, the Maelstrom -- which even gods fear -- is
summoned forth. Shahar and Sieh: mortal and god, lovers and enemies.
Can they stand together against the chaos that threatens? Includes a
never before seen story set in the world of the Inheritance Trilogy. The

Inheritance Trilogy The Hundred Thousand KingdomsThe Broken
KingdomsThe Kingdom of Gods The Inheritance Trilogy (omnibus
edition) Shades in Shadow: An Inheritance Triptych (e-only short fiction)
The Awakened Kingdom (e-only novella) For more from N. K. Jemisin,
check out: Dreamblood DuologyThe Killing MoonThe Shadowed Sun The
Broken Earth series The Fifth SeasonThe Obelisk GateThe Stone Sky
Scourge of the Betrayer - Jeff Salyards 2012-05-01
Many tales are told of the Syldoon Empire and its fearsome soldiers, who
are known throughout the world for their treachery and atrocities. Some
say that the Syldoon eat virgins and babies-or perhaps their own
mothers. Arkamondos, a bookish young scribe, suspects that the
Syldoon's dire reputation may have grown in the retelling, but he's about
to find out for himself. Hired to chronicle the exploits of a band of rugged
Syldoon warriors, Arki finds himself both frightened and fascinated by
the men's enigmatic leader, Captain Braylar Killcoin. A secretive,
mercurial figure haunted by the memories of those he's killed with his
deadly flail, Braylar has already disposed of at least one impertinent
scribe . . . and Arki might be next. Archiving the mundane doings of
millers and merchants was tedious, but at least it was safe. As Arki heads
off on a mysterious mission into parts unknown, in the company of the
coarse, bloody-minded Syldoon, he is promised a chance to finally record
an historic adventure well worth the telling, but first he must survive the
experience! A gripping military fantasy in the tradition of Glen Cook,
Scourge of the Betrayer explores the brutal politics of Empire-and the
searing impact of violence and dark magic on a man's soul.
The Hundred Thousand Kingdoms - N. K. Jemisin 2010-02-25
After her mother's mysterious death, a young woman is summoned to the
floating city of Sky in order to claim a royal inheritance she never knew
existed in the first book in this award-winning fantasy trilogy from the
NYT bestselling author of The Fifth Season. Yeine Darr is an outcast from
the barbarian north. But when her mother dies under mysterious
circumstances, she is summoned to the majestic city of Sky. There, to her
shock, Yeine is named an heiress to the king. But the throne of the
Hundred Thousand Kingdoms is not easily won, and Yeine is thrust into a
vicious power struggle with cousins she never knew she had. As she
fights for her life, she draws ever closer to the secrets of her mother's
death and her family's bloody history. With the fate of the world hanging
in the balance, Yeine will learn how perilous it can be when love and hate
- and gods and mortals - are bound inseparably together. The Inheritance
Trilogy The Hundred Thousand KingdomsThe Broken KingdomsThe
Kingdom of Gods The Inheritance Trilogy (omnibus edition) Shades in
Shadow: An Inheritance Triptych (e-only short fiction) The Awakened
Kingdom (e-only novella) For more from N. K. Jemisin, check out:
Dreamblood DuologyThe Killing MoonThe Shadowed Sun The Broken
Earth The Fifth SeasonThe Obelisk GateThe Stone Sky
The Death of the Necromancer - Martha Wells 1999-07-01
Bent on avenging the execution of his godfather by a duplicitous count,
master criminal Nicholas is diverted by a series of eerie events that
forces him to confront an ancient evil. By the author of The Element of
Fire. Reprint.
Blade Singer - Aaron De Orive 2014-06-13
Manny Boreaux, a troubled adolescent from Texas, is magically
transported into the body of a goblin pickpocket in an alternate world
inhabited by faerie creatures. Manny must quickly adapt to the danger
all around him and try to find a way to get back home, a feat complicated
by the pickpocket's association with a notorious gang of thieves. But
when Manny uncovers a plot to assassinate a young king, he must enlist
the aid of an elf cavalier and a cat burglar to thwart a Sidhe witch's
scheme to ignite a civil war between humans and the Fae.
Rogue Protocol - Martha Wells 2018-08-07
Rogue Protocol is the third entry in Martha Wells's Hugo, Nebula, Alex,
and Locus Award-winning, New York Times and USA Today bestselling
series, The Murderbot Diaries. Starring a human-like android who keeps
getting sucked back into adventure after adventure, though it just wants
to be left alone, away from humanity and small talk. Who knew being a
heartless killing machine would present so many moral dilemmas? Scifi’s favorite antisocial A.I. is back on a mission. The case against the toobig-to-fail GrayCris Corporation is floundering, and more importantly,
authorities are beginning to ask more questions about where Dr.
Mensah's SecUnit is. And Murderbot would rather those questions went
away. For good. "I love Murderbot!"--New York Times bestselling author
Ann Leckie Murderbot Diaries #1 All Systems Red #2 Artificial Condition
#3 Rogue Protocol #4 Exit Strategy At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
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extinction at the hands of the dreaded Fell! Now Moon must overcome a
lifetime of conditioning in order to save and himself... and his newfound
kin.
The Bookman - Lavie Tidhar 2016-06-07
In a 19th century unlike our own, the shadowy assassin known as the
Bookman moves unseen. His weapons are books; his enemies are many.
And when Orphan, a young man with a mysterious past, loses his love to
the sinister machinations of the Bookman, Orphan would stop at nothing
to bring her back from the dead. In The Bookman, World Fantasy Award
winner Lavie Tidhar writes a love letter to books, and to the serial
literature of the Victorian era: full of hair-breadth escapes and derringdos, pirates and automatons, assassins and poets, a world in which real
life authors mingle freely with their fictional creations – and where
nothing is quite as it seems. New 2016 edition includes the novelette
“Murder in the Cathedral”. Discover, truthfully, what actually happened
when Orphan visited Paris. File Under: Steampunk [Alternate Victorian
London | Reptilian royalty | Diabolical anarchists | Extraordinary
adventure!]
The Gate of Gods - Martha Wells 2009-10-13
Tremaine Valiarde and a small, brave band of heroes ventured into a
wondrous new realm on their desperate mission to save Ile-Rien from the
conquering Gardier. Now, as a relentless enemy creates chaos and
destruction -- with the fate of the magical city of Lodun hanging in the
balance -- the last hope of a land besieged may rest on the far side of a
secret portal. But the doorway leads to a mysterious ruin hidden behind
the awesome Gate of Gods -- and to perils that dwarf anything Tremaine
and her allies could have possibly imagined. . . .
Paladin of Souls - Lois McMaster Bujold 2009-10-13
One of the most honored authors in the field of fantasy and science
fiction, Lois McMaster Bujold transports us once more to a dark and
troubled land and embroils us in a desperate struggle to preserve the
endangered souls of a realm. Three years have passed since the widowed
Dowager Royina Ista found release from the curse of madness that kept
her imprisoned in her family's castle of Valenda. Her newfound freedom
is costly, bittersweet with memories, regrets, and guilty secrets -- for she
knows the truth of what brought her land to the brink of destruction. And
now the road -- escape -- beckons. . . . A simple pilgrimage, perhaps.
Quite fitting for the Dowager Royina of all Chalion. Yet something else is
free, too -- something beyond deadly. To the north lies the vital border
fortress of Porifors. Memories linger there as well, of wars and invasions
and the mighty Golden General of Jokona. And someone, something,
watches from across that border -- humans, demons, gods. Ista thinks her
little party of pilgrims wanders at will. But whose? When Ista's retinue is
unexpectedly set upon not long into its travels, a mysterious ally appears
-- a warrior nobleman who fights like a berserker. The temporary safety
of her enigmatic champion's castle cannot ease Ista's mounting dread,
however, when she finds his dark secrets are entangled with hers in a
net of the gods' own weaving. In her dreams the threads are already
drawing her to unforeseen chances, fateful meetings, fearsome choices.
What the inscrutable gods commanded of her in the past brought her
land to the brink of devastation. Now, once again, they have chosen Ista
as their instrument. And again, for good or for ill, she must comply.
City of Bones - Martha Wells 2007-12-01
On a desert-like planet two men hunt for relics they sell to a ruling race
which needs them for its power. One day the hunters discover for
themselves what that power is. By the author of The Element of Fire.
Truth of the Divine - Lindsay Ellis 2021-10-19
USA TODAY BESTSELLER Truth of the Divine is the latest alternatehistory first-contact novel in the Noumena series from the instant New
York Times, Wall Street Journal and Los Angeles Times bestselling
author Lindsay Ellis. The human race is at a crossroads; we know that we
are not alone, but details about the alien presence on Earth are still
being withheld from the public. As the political climate grows more
unstable, the world is forced to consider the ramifications of granting
human rights to nonhuman persons. How do you define “person” in the
first place? Cora Sabino not only serves as the full-time communication
intermediary between the alien entity Ampersand and his government
chaperones but also shares a mysterious bond with him that is both
painful and intimate in ways neither of them could have anticipated.
Despite this, Ampersand is still keen on keeping secrets, even from Cora,
which backfires on them both when investigative journalist Kaveh
Mazandarani, a close colleague of Cora’s unscrupulous estranged father,
witnesses far more of Ampersand’s machinations than anyone was meant
to see. Since Cora has no choice but to trust Kaveh, the two must work
together to prove to a fearful world that intelligent, conscious beings

Edge of Worlds - Martha Wells 2016-04-05
An expedition of groundlings from the Empire of Kish have traveled
through the Three Worlds to the Indigo Cloud court of the Raksura,
shape-shifting creatures of flight that live in large family groups. The
groundlings have found a sealed ancient city at the edge of the shallow
seas, near the deeps of the impassable Ocean. They believe it to be the
last home of their ancestors and ask for help getting inside. But the
Raksura fear it was built by their own distant ancestors, the Forerunners,
and the last sealed Forerunner city they encountered was a prison for an
unstoppable evil. Prior to the groundlings' arrival, the Indigo Cloud court
had been plagued by visions of a disaster that could destroy all the
courts in the Reaches. Now, the court's mentors believe the ancient city
is connected to the foretold danger. A small group of warriors, including
consort Moon, an orphan new to the colony and the Raksura's idea of
family, and sister queen Jade, agree to go with the groundling expedition
to investigate. But the predatory Fell have found the city too, and in the
race to keep the danger contained, the Raksura may be the ones who
inadvertently release it. The Edge of Worlds, from celebrated fantasy
author Martha Wells, returns to the fascinating world of The Cloud
Roads for the first book in a new series of strange lands, uncanny beings,
dead cities, and ancient danger.
The Black Tides of Heaven - Neon Yang 2017-09-26
"Joyously wild stuff. Highly recommended." —The New York Times One
of the 100 Best Fantasy Books of All Time, according to Time Magazine A
Finalist for the Hugo, Nebula, and World Fantasy Awards for Best
Novella The Black Tides of Heaven is one of a pair of unique, standalone
introductions to Neon Yang's Tensorate Series, which Kate Elliott calls
"effortlessly fascinating." For more of the story you can read its twin
novella The Red Threads of Fortune, available simultaneously. Mokoya
and Akeha, the twin children of the Protector, were sold to the Grand
Monastery as infants. While Mokoya developed her strange prophetic
gift, Akeha was always the one who could see the strings that moved
adults to action. While Mokoya received visions of what would be, Akeha
realized what could be. What's more, they saw the sickness at the heart
of their mother's Protectorate. A rebellion is growing. The Machinists
discover new levers to move the world every day, while the Tensors fight
to put them down and preserve the power of the state. Unwilling to
continue as a pawn in their mother's twisted schemes, Akeha leaves the
Tensorate behind and falls in with the rebels. But every step Akeha takes
towards the Machinists is a step away from Mokoya. Can Akeha find
peace without shattering the bond they share with their twin? The
Tensorate Series Book 1: The Black Tides of Heaven Book 2: The Red
Threads of Fortune Book 3: The Descent of Monsters Book 4: The Ascent
to Godhood At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Element of Fire - Martha Wells 2015-09-23
The kingdom of Ile-Rien is in peril, menaced by magical threats and court
intrigue. As the weak King Roland, misled by treacherous companions,
rules the country, only his ruthless mother, the Dowager Queen Ravenna,
truly guards the safety of the realm. But now Urbain Grandier, the dark
master of scientific sorcery, has arrived to plot against the throne and
Kade, bastard sister of the king, has appeared unexpectedly at court. The
illegitimate daughter of the old king and the Queen of Air and Darkness
herself, Kade's true goals are cloaked in mystery. Is she in league with
the wizard Grandier? Or is she laying claim to the throne? It falls to
Thomas Boniface, Captain of the Queen's Guard and Ravenna's former
lover, to sort out who is friend and who is foe in a deadly game to keep
the Dowager Queen and the kingdom she loves from harm. Notice: This
Book is published by Historical Books Limited
(www.publicdomain.org.uk) as a Public Domain Book, if you have any
inquiries, requests or need any help you can just send an email to
publications@publicdomain.org.uk This book is found as a public domain
and free book based on various online catalogs, if you think there are any
problems regard copyright issues please contact us immediately via
DMCA@publicdomain.org.uk
The Cloud Roads - Martha Wells 2011-03-01
Moon has spent his life hiding what he is — a shape-shifter able to
transform himself into a winged creature of flight. An orphan with only
vague memories of his own kind, Moon tries to fit in among the tribes of
his river valley, with mixed success. Just as Moon is once again cast out
by his adopted tribe, he discovers a shape-shifter like himself... someone
who seems to know exactly what he is, who promises that Moon will be
welcomed into his community. What this stranger doesn't tell Moon is
that his presence will tip the balance of power... that his extraordinary
lineage is crucial to the colony's survival... and that his people face
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should be considered persons, no matter how horrifying, powerful, or
malicious they may seem. Making this case is hard enough when the
public doesn’t know what it’s dealing with—and it will only become
harder when a mysterious flash illuminates the sky, marking the arrival
of an agent of chaos that will light an already-unstable world on fire.
With a voice completely her own, Lindsay Ellis deepens her realistic
exploration of the reality of a planet faced with the presence of
extraterrestrial intelligence, probing the essential questions of humanity
and decency, and the boundaries of the human mind. While asking the
question of what constitutes a “person,” Ellis also examines what makes
a monster.
A Darkling Sea - James L. Cambias 2014-01-28
On the planet Ilmatar, under a roof of ice a kilometer thick, a team of
deep-sea diving scientists investigates the blind alien race that lives
below. The Terran explorers have made an uneasy truce with the Sholen,
their first extraterrestrial contact: so long as they don't disturb the
Ilmataran habitat, they're free to conduct their missions in peace. But
when Henri Kerlerec, media personality and reckless adventurer, ends
up sliced open by curious Ilmatarans, tensions between Terran and
Sholen erupt, leading to a diplomatic disaster that threatens to escalate
to war. Against the backdrop of deep-sea guerrilla conflict, a new age of
human exploration begins as alien cultures collide. Both sides seek the
aid of the newly enlightened Ilmatarans. But what this struggle means
for the natives—and the future of human exploration—is anything but
certain, in A Darkling Sea by James Cambias. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
The Dread Hammer - Trey Shiels 2011-05
Ketty is a pretty shepherdess with a contrary nature, who runs away
from home to escape an unwanted marriage. As she flees along the forest
road, she prays to the Dread Hammer for help-and to her astonishment
help comes in the form of a charming and well-armed young murderer
named Smoke. As Ketty soon discovers, Smoke is not entirely
human.Smoke, too, is taken by surprise at their encounter. He had
lurked beside the forest road intending to pierce hearts and slit throats,
not to fall in love. But love it is-or it would be-if only he can convince
Ketty that marriage is better than death.But just when happily-ever-after
seems within reach, Smoke's past returns to claim him. A deserter from
the Kor yos army, his supernatural skill at killing is still very much in
demand. Now the army wants him back.The Dread Hammer is an
enthralling, darkly comic fairytale of love, war, murder, marriage, and
fate.
Master of None - N. Lee Wood 2007-09-03
- N. Lee Wood is the author of "Looking for the Mahdi (Ace, 1996),
"Faraday's Orphans (Ace, 1997), and "Bloodrights (Ace, 1999). "Looking
for the Mahdi was selected as a "New York Times Notable Book and was
also short listed for the Arthur C. Clarke Award.- The author's blend of
sociology, feminism, and science fiction is reminiscent of such classics as
Margaret Atwood's "The Handmaid's Tale (Houghton Mifflin, 1986),
Ursula K. Le Guin's "The Left Hand of Darkness (Ace, 1969), and Sheri S.
Tepper's "The Gate to Women's Country (Doubleday, 1988).
Stories of the Raksura - Martha Wells 2017-12-12
In "The Dark Earth Below," Moon and Jade face their biggest adventure
yet; their first clutch. But even as Moon tries to prepare for impending
fatherhood, members of the Kek village in the colony tree's roots go
missing, and searching for them only leads to more mysteries as the
court is stalked by an unknown enemy. Stories of Moon and the shape
changers of Raksura have delighted readers for years. This world is a
dangerous place full of strange mysteries, where the future can never be
taken for granted and must always be fought for with wits and ingenuity,
and often tooth and claw.
The Harbors of the Sun - Martha Wells 2017-07-04
A former friend has betrayed the Raksura and their groundling
companions, and now the survivors must race across the Three Worlds to
rescue their kidnapped family members. When Moon and Stone are sent
ahead to scout, they quickly encounter an unexpected and potentially
deadly ally, and decide to disobey the queens and continue the search
alone. Following in a wind-ship, Jade and Malachite make an unlikely
alliance of their own, until word reaches them that the Fell are massing
for an attack on the Reaches, and that forces of the powerful Empire of
Kish are turning against the Raksura and their groundling comrades. But
there may be no time to stage a rescue, as the kidnapped Raksura
discover that their captors are heading toward a mysterious destination
with a stolen magical artifact that will cause more devastation for the
Reaches than anything the lethal Fell can imagine. To stop them, the

Raksura will have to take the ultimate risk and follow them into
forbidden territory. The Harbors of the Sun, from celebrated fantasy
author Martha Wells, is the thrilling follow-up to The Edge of Worlds,
and the conclusion of a new Three Worlds duology of strange lands,
uncanny beings, dead cities, and ancient danger.
Emilie and the Hollow World - Martha Wells 2013-04-02
While running away from home for reasons that are eminently
defensible, Emilie’s plans to stow away on the steamship Merry Bell and
reach her cousin in the big city go awry, landing her on the wrong ship
and at the beginning of a fantastic adventure. Taken under the protection
of Lady Marlende, Emilie learns that the crew hopes to use the aether
currents and an experimental engine, and with the assistance of Lord
Engal, journey to the interior of the planet in search of Marlende’s
missing father. With the ship damaged on arrival, they attempt to
traverse the strange lands on their quest. But when evidence points to
sabotage and they encounter the treacherous Lord Ivers, along with the
strange race of the sea-lands, Emilie has to make some challenging
decisions and take daring action if they are ever to reach the surface
world again.
Beggars in Spain - Nancy Kress 2009-05-19
In a world where the slightest edge can mean the difference between
success and failure, Leisha Camden is beautiful, extraordinarily
intelligent ... and one of an ever-growing number of human beings who
have been genetically modified to never require sleep. Once considered
interesting anomalies, now Leisha and the other "Sleepless" are outcasts
-- victims of blind hatred, political repression, and shocking mob violence
meant to drive them from human society ... and, ultimately, from Earth
itself. But Leisha Camden has chosen to remain behind in a world that
envies and fears her "gift" -- a world marked for destruction in a
devastating conspiracy of freedom ... and revenge.
The Wizard Hunters - Martha Wells 2009-10-13
Once a fertile and prosperous land, Ile-Rien is under attack by the
Gardier, a mysterious army whose storm-black airships appear from
nowhere to strike without warning. Every weapon in the arsenal of IleRien's revered wizards has proven useless. And now the last hope of a
magical realm under siege rests within a child's plaything.
Stories of the Raksura - Martha Wells 2014-09-02
In "The Falling World," Jade, sister queen of the Indigo Cloud Court, has
traveled with Chime and Balm to another Raksuran court. When she fails
to return, her consort, Moon, along with Stone and a party of warriors
and hunters, must track them down. Finding them turns out to be the
easy part; freeing them from an ancient trap hidden in the depths of the
Reaches is much more difficult.
A Companion to Wolves - Sarah Monette 2008-07-29
A young nobleman chosen to become a wolfcarl, a warrior bonded to a
fighting wolf, Isolfr is bound to Viradechtis, a queen wolf, as they
confront a powerful force of trolls, wyverns, and other supernatural
creatures that threatens the complaisant human holdings. Reprint.
Partisanas - Ingrid Strobl 2008
"Common stereotypes of women during wartime relegate them to the
sidelines of history - to supporting roles like dutiful munitions factory
workers or devoted wives waiting for their men to return home. The
truth is that much of the armed resistance to fascism, before and during
World War II, can be chalked up to women about whom official accounts
have little or nothing to say. Through years of intrepid research and
numerous interviews with the participants themselves, Ingrid Strobl
excavates the history of the women who shouldered guns, planned
assassinations, planted bombs, and were among the era"s most active
antifascist fighters. Strobl's commitment to and respect for her subjects
has resulted in a work of both scholarly rigor and emotional depth.
Weaving moving personal narratives into the broader history of the
European resistance, Partisanas is both a detailed historical account and
an investigation into what compelled women to reject their traditional
roles to take up arms in a light for a better world."--BOOK JACKET.
Dark Lord of Derkholm - Diana Wynne Jones 2012-09-25
Mr. Chesney operates Pilgrim Parties, a tour group that takes paying
participants into an outer realm where the inhabitants play frightening
and foreboding roles. The time has come to end the staged madness . . .
but can it really be stopped? Master storyteller Diana Wynne Jones
serves up twists and turns, introduces Querida, Derk, Blade, and Shona
and a remarkable cast of wizards, soldiers, kings, dragons, and griffins,
and mixes in a lively dash of humor. With all the ingredients of high
fantasy, this unforgettable novel will delight fans old and new.
Axiom's End - Lindsay Ellis 2020-07-21
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The alternate history
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first contact adventure Axiom's End is an extraordinary debut from Hugo
finalist and video essayist Lindsay Ellis. Truth is a human right. It’s fall
2007. A well-timed leak has revealed that the US government might have
engaged in first contact. Cora Sabino is doing everything she can to
avoid the whole mess, since the force driving the controversy is her
whistleblower father. Even though Cora hasn’t spoken to him in years,
his celebrity has caught the attention of the press, the Internet, the
paparazzi, and the government—and with him in hiding, that attention is
on her. She neither knows nor cares whether her father’s leaks are a
hoax, and wants nothing to do with him—until she learns just how deeply
entrenched her family is in the cover-up, and that an extraterrestrial
presence has been on Earth for decades. Realizing the extent to which
both she and the public have been lied to, she sets out to gather as much

information as she can, and finds that the best way for her to uncover the
truth is not as a whistleblower, but as an intermediary. The alien
presence has been completely uncommunicative until she convinces one
of them that she can act as their interpreter, becoming the first and only
human vessel of communication. Their otherworldly connection will
change everything she thought she knew about being human—and could
unleash a force more sinister than she ever imagined.
The Heretic's Guide to Homecoming - Sienna Tristen 2018-04-25
A vivid coming-of-age story that explores the struggles of chronic anxiety
and self-doubt within a richly-detailed fantasy setting. Ronoah Genoveffa
despairs of fulfilling his spiritual identity, until he begins a crosscontinental pilgrimage with an otherworldly mentor. Immersive
worldbuilding and mythology meet visceral emotional case study.
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